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Innovative technology adoptions—such as 
artificial intelligence/deep learning, machine 
vision, edge and cloud computing, and the 
internet of things (IoT) —are transforming the 
surveillance industry. 

The industry forecast for worldwide network surveillance 
camera shipments is expected to grow from 66 million units to 
approximately 200 million units, with 20% compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR), from 2016-20211. This is a growing market 
with new innovations that are not only able to protect our 
property and improve commercial insights, but also significantly 
improve the ease of system deployment and management at 
much lower cost structures—broadening the use case for 
professional video surveillance.  

Within the professional/commercial sector, small- and medium-
sized businesses (SMBs) are a rapid growth driver. SMB use 
cases include retail stores like restaurants and shops, 
small/medium-size offices, health care clinics, school 
campuses, small hotels and apartment communities, etc.    

Video storage is a critical element in today’s surveillance 
systems. Choosing the right video storage solution requires a 
detailed understanding of the requirements, tradeoffs and 
options available for SMBs. This brief discusses the total cost of 
ownership (TOC) implications of different storage solutions 
currently promoted in the SMB market. 

Storage Solutions for Small- and 
Medium-Sized Businesses (SMBs) 
Generally, there are five types of storage solutions for an SMB: 

1. Standalone Network Video Recorder (NVR) 
The video stream generated by an IP camera is transmitted and 
stored in an onsite standalone NVR system, which consists of 
dedicated embedded hardware with built-in surveillance-specific 
software and storage media, typically hard disk drives (HDDs). 

2. Network Attached Storage (NAS) 
The video stream generated by an IP camera is transmitted and 
stored in an onsite NAS system, which is a file-level computer 
data storage system with add-on surveillance software, typically 
using HDDs as storage media.  

3. PC-based Recorder 

The video stream generated by an IP camera is transmitted and 
stored in an onsite PC-based recorder. This recorder typically 
uses off-the-shelf PC hardware with built-in or customer-
installed video management software and hard disk drives as 
storage media. 
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4. Cloud Storage 

The video stream generated by IP camera will be transmitted 
and stored onto a remote cloud storage space, typically 
available as a subscription service from various public or private 
cloud vendors.  

5. Edge Storage 

The video stream generated by an IP camera is stored in the IP 
camera itself, using a flash-based microSD memory card. This 
minimizes the need for continuous use of the network to 
transmit data to central on-site or offsite/cloud locations. 

Typically, the location of the video management software (VMS) 
indicates the management architecture of the system.  As 
shown in Figure 1, with standalone NVR, NAS or PC-based 
recorders, there is usually a physical on-premise appliance that 
acts as the primary way to manage cameras and the entire 
system, and it requires software upgrades and associated IT 
management. With cloud and edge storage solutions, the VMS 
typically runs in the cloud; therefore, the overall architecture is 
designed from the ground up for ease of remote management, 
eliminating the need for dedicated, local management and 
storage appliances and associated IT management overhead. 

While the above five scenarios are typical system designs, they 
are not the only system designs. Project-specific requirements 
can lead to many hybrid approaches that span multiple types of 
storage and management options. 

Storage Requirements  
for SMB 
To simulate a TCO model for an SMB use case, we analyzed 
three scenarios: 

Scenario 1: Convenience Store 
Typically, a small retail shop can require up to 4 IP camera 
units to cover critical areas (checkout counter, storage, entry, 
goods) with at least 2-4 weeks of recorded video archives. 

Configuration: 4 channels of 1080p IP camera connections 
with 30 days storage capacity (1TB storage capacity required). 

Scenario 2: Gas Station 
Generally, a gas station can require up to 8 IP camera units to cover 
critical areas (fuel dispensers, office, shop, checkout counter, etc.) 
with at least 2-4 weeks of recorded video archives. 

Configuration: 8 channels of 1080p IP camera connections with 
30 days storage capacity (2TB storage capacity required). 

Scenario 3: Small/Medium-Sized Office Buildings 
In certain cases, up to 16 IP camera units may be needed to 
cover critical areas (reception desk, warehouse, public office 
area, parking lot, etc.) with at least 2-4 weeks of recorded video 
archives. 

Configuration: 16 channels of 1080p IP camera connections 
with 30 days storage capacity (4TB storage capacity required). 

 

  

Figure 1: Typical Storage Solutions for Small- and Medium-Sized Business Use Case 
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What Does “Storage Cost” Mean? 
Typically, when we consider the storage cost for a video 
surveillance system, a hard disk drive is the first item we think 
about. However, when considering total cost, we also need to 
consider the cost of the recording system and the incremental 
cost to install a hard-wired system. Therefore, total storage 
cost should include: system cost + installation cost + 
storage cost. 

Storage Cost Analysis 
Based on the requirements of the three storage requirement 
scenarios outlined previously (with 4/8/16 channel connections), 
we estimated the total storage cost for each storage solution 
(Figure 2).  

According to our storage cost analysis (Figure 3), edge storage 
is the most competitive solution from a TCO perspective, 
followed by standalone NVR, NAS, PC-based recorder and 
cloud storage.  

Figure 2: Total Storage Cost by Storage Scenario 

Table 1: Storage Costs Defined 

  

Storage Cost Description 

System Cost 
Represents the cost of a standalone 
NVR, NAS or PC-based recorder. 
These range from $139 to $1000 for 
4, 8 and 16 channels system2. 

Installation Cost 

Represents the labor fee and 
materials cost to physically wire a 
recording system (standalone NVR, 
NAS or PC-based recorder) to 
connect the installed cameras; 
average cost assumed is $2003. 

Storage Cost 

Solutions are HDDs for the recording 
system (from $53 to $118 for 1, 2 and 
4TB drives2), microSD card for edge 
storage (average cost is $40 per 
camra2), and 1-year subscription plan 
for 30 days cloud storage ($276 per 
camera)4. 

 

   

 Total Storage Cost: Standalone NVR Total Storage Cost: NAS Total Storage Cost: PC-Based Recorder  
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Edge Storage-Based 
Systems: Better Benefits, 
Value 
In addition to cost benefits, edge storage is easy 
to deploy, manage and scale because on-site 
recording systems are not required. Because 
primary video footage is stored locally in the 
camera, these systems require less network 
bandwidth and avoid cloud storage costs, offering 
better scalability and TCO compared to cloud-
only storage solutions. These benefits make edge 
storage a preferred choice for many system 
integrators and end customers. Additionally, 
because video stays in the camera/on-premise, 
privacy concerns associated with cloud-based 
storage are reduced. 

Figure 4 provides a side-by-side overview of total 
solution costs and benefits for various storage 
solutions. Generally, while a cloud-based 
management system is highly effective and is 
beneficial for SMBs, project-by-project specifics 
may require a combination of these systems to 
achieve an optimized solution.  

 
Figure 3: Storage Cost Analysis 
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If storage redundancy 
is desired in edge 
storage deployments, 
an intelligent cloud 
backup can easily be 
added to create a 
hybrid, cost-effective 
solution. 

Figure 4: Total Solution Costs and Benefits 
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How to Select the  
Right Edge Storage Solution  
As edge storage grows in popularity, selecting the right solution 
is important. Some items to consider are: 

Storage Capacity 
Is the edge storage solution able to store up to 2 weeks, or 
even 1 month, of video archives at the target resolution with the 
chosen compression techniques? In today’s video surveillance 
industry, 1080p resolution is a basic requirement for an IP 
camera (4K is on the way). With continuous recording of high-
quality surveillance video, a higher-density storage device will 
be needed to meet data storage and archiving requirements. 

Endurance and Quality 
Will the edge storage solution have the rigor and design 
longevity to last three or more years in the field? Typical 
surveillance solutions need to be ruggedized, even all-weather 
resistant. To reduce maintenance and decommission costs 
during service years and to help control TCO, a high-endurance 
device with surveillance-grade edge storage is critical.   

Remote Manageability  

Does the IP camera support direct remote management, live 
viewing, video playback while being fully optimized with an onboard 
memory card? Because no additional NVR or gateway connection is 
needed between an IP camera and remote applications, an IP 
camera should be capable of supporting remote management and 
live/archived video streaming from a mobile app or a web portal. In 
addition, active alert notifications are required. 

Spotlight: VIVOTEK Surveillance-Grade Edge Storage Solution 
VIVOTEK, a global leading IP surveillance solution provider, offers IP surveillance solutions optimized with Micron’s industrial 
microSD card. Targeted at SMB surveillance-grade edge storage solutions, this system offers: 

• Full IP camera product portfolios: VIVOTEK offers a wide range of high-quality IP surveillance camera solutions that cover all SMB 
use cases – from indoor to outdoor, HD to UHD quality, and equipment with advanced features. 

• Viewing/managing anytime, anywhere: VIVOTEK’s VIVOCloud service enables users to remotely monitor and manage VIVOTEK 
IP cameras from a mobile app/web portal on a smartphone or personal computing device. VIVOCloud can support up to 16 connected 
IP cameras with key features such as easy setup, shared devices, timeline playback, push notification, fisheye dewarp, etc. 

• Surveillance-grade microSD card: Micron’s industrial microSD cards are specifically designed for IP video surveillance 
workloads. The cards offer storage densities up to 256GB, which enables more days of video stored at the edge. Additionally, 
the cards support over 3 years of high-quality, continuous, 24x7 video recording5 in a wide range of temperatures and 
environments. 

• Predictive maintenance: With integrated technology that enables the microSD cards to self-monitor and report card usage 
information and expected useful life remaining, users will receive an alert notification from the VIVOTEK IP camera6 in advance if 
replacement is necessary.  
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Smart, Reliable, Secure  
Edge storage-based solutions are an excellent, low TCO 
choice for SMB use cases. For your next security project, 
consider implementing an edge storage solution with Micron’s 
surveillance-grade edge storage solutions.  
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Learn more at 
www.micron.com/campaigns/ 
video-surveillance 

About Micron 
We are an industry leader in innovative memory and storage solutions. Through our global brands — Micron®, Crucial®, and Ballistix® —  
our broad portfolio of high-performance memory and storage technologies, including DRAM, NAND, NOR Flash, and 3D XPoint™ memory,  
is transforming how the world uses information to enrich life. Backed by nearly 40 years of technology leadership, our memory and storage 
solutions enable disruptive trends, including artificial intelligence, machine learning and autonomous vehicles in key market segments like 
cloud, data center, networking, and mobile. Our common stock is traded on the NASDAQ under the MU symbol. To learn more about  
Micron Technology, Inc., visit micron.com.. 

About VIVOTEK 
VIVOTEK Inc. (TWSE: 3454) was founded in Taiwan in 2000. The Company markets VIVOTEK solutions worldwide and has become a leading 
brand in the global IP surveillance industry. Its comprehensive solutions include network cameras, video servers, network video recorders, PoE 
solutions, and video management software. Through the growing proliferation of IoT, VIVOTEK aspires to become the Eye in IoT by drawing on 
its expansive technological capabilities in image and audio. The Company has established offices and subsidiaries in the United States 
(California), Europe (Netherlands), India (Delhi), Middle East (Dubai), Latin America (Mexico), and Japan (Tokyo) in 2008, 2013, 2014, 2015, 
2016, and 2017 respectively. To create a sound industrial ecosystem, VIVOTEK has expanded strategic alliances with leading international 
software and hardware partners and works with over 183 authorized distributors across 116 countries. For more information, please visit 
www.vivotek.com.. 
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